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Abstract

Visual motion boundaries provide a powerful cue for perceptual organization of scenes.
Motion boundaries are present when surfaces in motion occlude one another. Conven-
tional approaches to motion analysis have relied on assumptions of data conservation and
smoothness, which has made analysis of motion boundaries difficult. We show that a com-
mon source of motion boundary, kinetic occlusion, can be detected using spatiotemporal
junction analysis. Junction analysis is accomplished by modeling kinetic occlusion as the
multiplication of spatiotemporally oriented patterns. Using this model, kinetic occlusion
appears as locally oriented power in the frequency domain. Detecting kinetic occlusion is
possible by detecting this locally oriented power. We provide an analysis of kinetic occlu-
sion in one and two dimensional spatiotemporal stimuli, and develop algorithms to detect
it. Our algorithms are applied successfully on spatiotemporal stimuli containing occluding
surfaces in motion. This work can be considered as a model of one of the interactions
between the motion and form processing streams in biological visual processing, and we
discuss our model in the context of relevant psychophysical and physiological evidence.

Thesis Supervisor: Edward H. Adelson
Title: Associate Professor
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Chapter 1

Introduction

The task of visual information processing is to extract and represent structure in visual

stimuli. Structure in visual data allows observers to extract information about motion,

depth, form, and color so as to perceptually organize the world for perceptual judgement

and action. Computational models of visual processing have extracted information indepen-

dently of one another [43], while anatomical, psychophysical, and physiological evidence has

indicated separate "what" and "where" pathways for processing motion, form and color [39].

The degree to which these modules interact in human vision, however, has been thrown into

question, particularly with regards to motion and form perception (for a review, see [72]).

Form cues have been shown to influence motion perception significantly [7, 65, 73, 79, 81]

while motion cues have been shown to define form [34, 59].

With motion boundaries as the sole cue, surfaces can easily be segmented, recognized,

and perceived as having a distinct ordering in depth [5, 34, 59, 61, 90]. Under natural

conditions, motion boundaries are formed by occluding surfaces in motion. Relative mo-

tion of occluding surfaces generically results in accretion or deletion of surface texture of

the occluded surface by the occluding surface. This basic phenomena, which we will call

kinetic occlusion, is illustrated in Figure 1-1. Figure 1-1(a) depicts three frames of an image

sequence where a tree occludes a flowerbed. As the tree moves in front of the flowerbed,

portions of the flowerbed area are accreted and deleted due to relative motion between the

tree and the flowerbed. Observers perceive distinct motion boundaries between the tree

and the flowerbed, and perceive an ordinal depth relationship between the two surfaces.

Random dot patterns devoid of intensity cues are also effortlessly perceived as ordered in
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Figure 1-1: Kinetic occlusion. (a) Three frames of a spatiotemporal stimulus where two
surfaces occlude one another. Texture of the posterior surface, the flowerbed, is accreted
and deleted as the anterior surface, the tree, moves over it. (b) An (x,t) slice of the
spatiotemporal stimulus of (a) reveals that when an orientation stops in space-time, there
is a strong cue to occlusion.

depth [34, 61].

Kinetic occlusion, when viewed in space-time, possesses a structure which observers

may detect and analyze. Figure 1-1(b) illustrates the spatiotemporal structure present

in the spatiotemporal stimulus of Figure 1-1(a). In space-time, there are spatiotemporal

junctions indicative of the ordinal depth relationship between the two surfaces. That is,

whenever spatiotemporal orientation stops, there is a strong cue to occlusion, i.e. deletion

of surface texture; and, whenever spatiotemporal orientation starts, there is a strong cue to

disocclusion, i.e. accretion of surface texture. The central contribution of this thesis is an

analysis of this spatiotemporal structure. By analyzing this spatiotemporal structure, we

develop methods to detect and analyze kinetic occlusion.

1.1 Background

With a detected motion boundary, interpretation of kinetic occlusion is straightforward: if

the motion boundary moves consistently with either of the surfaces that define it, then that

surface is the occluding surface [78]. If motion could be estimated accurately near motion

boundaries, then edges could be detected in the velocity field. By deducing which side of

the moving edge possessed motion consistent with the motion boundary, the ordinal depth

relationship between two surfaces could be determined.



However, motion estimation near motion boundaries is difficult! Conventional motion

estimation algorithms assume that locally: (1) one motion is present; (2) the intensity is

constant in space time; (3) the flow field is smooth. These assumptions are violated in

regions undergoing kinetic occlusion because locally: (1) there are at least two motions

present; (2) intensity is not conserved; instead, texture of the occluded surface is accreted

or deleted; (3) the flow field is discontinuous. Recently, many have proposed algorithms

with more relaxed assumptions, thus yielding significantly improved velocity estimates near

motion boundaries:

* Regularization/line processes. If significant velocity gradients are detected during

motion estimation, then line processes can be activated [31, 32, 46, 57, 76]; subsequent

smoothing of motion is prevented across these line processes.

* Multiple motions locally. Flow constraints have been generalized to estimate multiple

motions directly [38, 67], assuming a stimulus is a linear superposition of independent

motion signals; kinetic occlusion cannot be considered as such.

* Robust estimation. Motion estimation methods have been modified to be less sensitive

to violations of underlying assumptions of smoothness and data conservation [8, 9, 68].

By discounting deviations from underlying assumptions, occlusions are viewed as an

anomalous process that should be ignored.

* Multiple motions globally. Parametrized estimates of local motion are typically clus-

tered together in velocity space; these clusters can be used to describe global surface

motions effectively [33, 83]. Motion registration techniques where multiple transpar-

ent motions are estimated using global parametrized motion models have also been

developed [6].

All of the above approaches pursue the goal of flow field estimation. Few have attempted

to analyze kinetic occlusion directly. Exceptions are Bolles and Baker [10], who apply 3-d

spatiotemporal edge detection to image sequences in order to link edges across space-time,

and Zetsche et al [94], who suggest that occlusion can be detected via application of generic

3-d curvature operators directly to image sequences.

Distributed representations of motion, as used by biological visual systems, do not suffer

from the problems of explicit velocity field construction [25, 27, 69]. Observing that trans-



lation in space-time appears as a plane passing through the origin in the frequency domain,

these models construct distributed representations of motion via a two-stage process, as

suggested by [2, 45]. We illustrate the two stage model and the hypothesized physiological

correlate in primate visual cortex in Figure 1-2(a). The first stage involves filtering image

sequences with spatiotemporally oriented filters. The second stage pools the squared re-

sponses of these filters to construct units tuned to velocity. This two-stage model is believed

to roughly model the V1-MT "Fourier" motion pathway: Simple cells in V1 are modeled

with spatiotemporally oriented filters [13]; complex cells in V1 are modeled by two simple

cells in quadrature [16]; velocity-tuned cells in MT are modeled by summing the response

of complex cells with frequency selectivities centered on a plane in the frequency domain

for a given velocity [27, 69].

A considerable number of "non-Fourier" motion stimuli indicate that the above model

of motion analysis is too simplistic. "Drift-balanced" stimuli [12], "beat" stimuli [14, 15,

89], and "theta" motion [92, 93] all yield independent perceptions of motion, even though

there is no plane passing through the origin in the frequency domain corresponding to

the perceived velocity. Some have proposed models to account for these psychophysical

data, hypothesizing a second pathway for motion analysis [12, 85, 87, 88]. Common to

these models, diagrammed in Figure 1-2(b), is a non-linearity (filtering, rectification and/or

squaring), which transforms "non-Fourier" motion into "Fourier" motion. Evidence that

V2 (area 18 in cat) may be this second pathway has been found; areas 17 and 18 have been

tested with "beat" stimuli in cat [95, 96], and preliminary evidence suggests independent

selectivity for second order "beat" motion stimuli. Current neurophysiological evidence

also suggests that many MT cells have identical selectivity for both drift-balanced stimuli

and "Fourier" motion [3]. Thus motion information from "Fourier" and "non-Fourier" cues

apparently converge to one motion representation at one site.

1.2 Approach

Complementary to this hypothesized "non-Fourier" motion pathway, we hypothesize a mo-

tion boundary extraction pathway, illustrated in Figure 1-2(c). By constructing mechanisms

which observe how distributed representations of motion change over time, we can detect

kinetic occlusion.
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Figure 1-2: Models of motion processing. (a) Fourier motion analysis. Adapted from [27].
(b) Combined Fourier and "non-Fourier" analysis. Adapted from [87]. (c) Our model of
kinetic occlusion analysis. By observing how distributed representations of motion change
over time, we can detect kinetic occlusion.
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We model the local structure present in occlusions directly, using the "layers" model of

[83]. Layers Ii(x) through In(x) may attenuate the luminance of the layer beneath it by

a factor a(x) (0 < a(x) g 1), and may contribute its own emission en(x). If layer n - 1

contains a luminance pattern I,_l(x), then the luminance pattern at layer n is:

In(x) = an(x)In-l(x) + en(x) (1.1)

The variable x = (x, y) models spatial stimuli, x = (x, t) models one-dimensional spatiotem-

poral stimuli, and x = (x, y, t) models two-dimensional spatiotemporal stimuli. Occlusion

and transparency can be modeled through variation of the attenuation mask a(x).

With just two layers, Ii(x) and I 2(x), representing an occluded and occluding surface

respectively, and an attenuation mask M(x), a simpler model can be used:

I(x) = Ii(x)M(x) + I2(x)(1 - M(x)) (1.2)

Figure 1-3 illustrates how surfaces combine under the model. In space, where x = (x, y),

the stimulus represents one oriented spatial pattern Ii(x) disoccluded by another oriented

spatial pattern I 2(x); here, the spatial attenuation mask M(x) has the same orientation

as I2(x). In space-time, where x = (x,t), the stimulus represents a surface il(x) mov-

ing leftward being occluded by a surface i2(x) moving rightward; here, the spatiotemporal

attenuation mask M(x) moves consistently with the occluder, and the texture of the oc-

cluded surface is accreted. Note that this is a local model for surface combination; ordinal

relationships for surfaces may not be valid in a global context.

By exploiting the characteristic structure in the spatiotemporal domain and in the fre-

quency domain, we show that the above image formation process involves modulation of

information about the mask M(x), and that for purposes of analysis it is natural to demod-

ulate it. Recently, Fleet and Langley [21] have shown that most non-Fourier motion stimuli,

including kinetic occlusion, possess locally oriented power in the frequency domain. We spe-

cialize the analysis to kinetic occlusion in this thesis, and consider both one-dimensional

and two-dimensional kinetic occlusion. We illustrate that the filtering and squaring oper-

ations commonly employed in biological models of motion analysis demodulate this locally

oriented power; detecting kinetic occlusion is possible with linear filtering mechanisms with

simple non-linearities on this demodulated information.



STIMULUS 1(x) = I(x) M(x) +1 2 (x) ( -M(x))
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12 (x) 1 - M(x) I 2 (x) (1 -M(x))

Figure 1-3: Layers model of occlusion. Locally, occlusion is modeled as the sum of multiplied
oriented patterns, both in space, where x = (x, y), and in space-time, where x = (x, t) or
x = (x, y, t).

As an example of extracting motion boundaries defined by kinetic occlusion, we illustrate

our approach on a simple stimulus where a rightward moving square occludes a leftward

moving background. Figure 1-4(a,b) depicts the stimulus; detected occlusion is shown in

Figure 1-4(c). At the left side of the square, positive responses in Figure 1-4(c) indicate

accretion of background surface texture. At the right side of the square, negative responses

indicate deletion of background surface texture. Above and below the square, there is no

occlusion, so little response is obtained.

By detecting kinetic occlusion, we provide a model for one of most salient interactions

between the motion processing stream and the form processing stream. And, by detecting

motion boundaries, other visual modules may be aided: Motion estimation can be improved

by indicating where smoothing of motion estimates should not occur; and, as spatiotemporal

junction analysis yields information similar to spatial junction analysis [22, 29, 60], our

module can be used for surface segregation processes [18, 26, 30, 51, 19].

In Chapter 2, we analyze one-dimensional kinetic occlusion and develop techniques to

analyze one-dimensional spatiotemporal stimuli. In Chapter 3, we extend the analysis to

two-dimensional spatiotemporal stimuli and develop algorithms to detect kinetic occlusion

in real image sequences. In Chapter 4, we present results on synthetic and natural image

sequences containing occluding surfaces in motion. And, in Chapter 5, we consider our

model in the context of physiological evidence, and discuss future lines of investigation

based on our work.
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Figure 1-4: Squares. (a) Depiction of stimulus - a square moving rightward occluding a
background moving leftward. (b) Two (x, y) and one (x, t) slice from a 64x32x32 represen-
tation of the stimulus. (c) Kinetic occlusion detected for the same spatiotemporal slices.
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Chapter 2

One-dimensional Kinetic

Occlusion

We analyze kinetic occlusion in the frequency domain by taking the Fourier transform of

our image formation equations. By understanding occlusion in the frequency domain, we

can develop methods to detect it. The algorithms we will develop are not based on global

Fourier transforms, but are instead are based on linear filtering mechanisms with simple

non-linearities; we only use global Fourier analysis to illustrate the local structure present

in occlusion so as to motivate our algorithms.

We first consider one-dimensional spatiotemporal stimuli, where x = (x,t) and w =

(wj, wt). Using I(w) to denote the Fourier transform of I(x), and using * to denote con-

volution, our two-layer image formation model is:

I(x) = Ii(x)M(x) + I2(x)(1 - M(x)) (2.1)

I(w) = Il(w) * M(w) + I2(w) * (6(w) - M(w)) (2.2)

By applying a translation model locally, we model layers I,(x) as 1-d spatial surfaces i,(x)

which move with velocity v,:

I,(x) = i,(x + vnt) (2.3)

For a translating surface moving with velocity v, in the Fourier domain all the power lies



along a line wv, + we = 0:

In(W) = i,(wn)6(Vnw + Wt) (2.4)

where 6(x) is a Dirac delta function. For one-dimensionally moving patterns, the velocity

vn of a surface is directly related to the measured spatiotemporal orientation 0n by v, =

tan(O,). In our discussion, we use the terms motion and orientation interchangeably.

2.1 XT Kinetic occlusion: Model

Occlusion is modelled with a step edge u(x) translating with speed vm:

M(x) = u(x + v,t) (2.5)

M(w) = h(WX)6(vmwX + Wt) (2.6)

In kinetic occlusion, the velocity of the occluder is identical to the velocity of the attenuation

map, so vm = v2 . Figure 2-1 illustrates the image formation process for an example stimulus

in both domains. In the spatiotemporal domain, a rightward moving sinusoid (il(x) =

sin(w~,x), v1 = 1) is occluded by an leftward moving sinusoid (i 2(x) = sin(wZ2x), Um =

v2 = -1). In the frequency domain, Ii(w) contains two impulses that lie along the line

wVVl + wt = 0, and all the power in M(w) lies along the line Wxv, + wt = 0. Multiplying

the patterns in the spatiotemporal domain amounts to convolving their spectra in the

spatiotemporal frequency domain.' The multiplication of M(x) by I,(x) modulates the

power of M(w) off center to the impulses of Il(w). This results in locally oriented power

in M(w) * Ii(w), as shown in Figure 2-1(a,b,c).

Power oriented relative to the center of the frequency domain (W' = 0) is termed first

order orientation. Power oriented off the center at some location o50 (where wo0 o 0) is

termed second order orientation. We must develop methods to analyze this second order

orientation. Because vm = v2, multiplying I2(x) by 1 - M(x) does not introduce any

observable second order orientation; all the power is present along the line wxv2 + wt = 0,

1The two-dimensional FFTs in our figures were obtained by multiplying the image by a Gaussian in
the spatial domain to reduce edge effects. We clipped the resulting magnitude of its Fourier transform for
purposes of presentation. Information in Ii(w) is replicated due to DC offset present in u(x).



as shown in Figure 2-1(d,e,f). The summation of the two components shown in Figure 2-1(c)

and (f) is shown in Figure 2-1(g).

As the velocity of the mask Vm, changes, so does the second order orientation. Figure 2-

2(a) shows a second stimulus with a different occluding velocity Vm and the resulting second

order orientation.

While we assume a perfect step edge model, blurring the edge of the mask merely

attenuates high frequency second order orientation. This is equivalent to replacing M(x)

with M(x) * Go(x), where Go(x) represents a Gaussian blurring kernel; in the frequency

domain, this corresponds to weighting the mask M(w) by a Gaussian. An example is shown

in Figure 2-2(b).

An arbitrary surface il(x) results in second order orientation at other frequencies along

the line wxvl + wt = 0 in the frequency domain. Figure 2-2(c) shows an example where

rightward moving uniform noise is occluded by leftward moving noise. Now, the information

in M(x) is modulated to all frequencies il = [wx, wt]T along the line wxv 1 + wt = 0. Two

additional examples are present in Figure 2-2(d,e).

A variety of other stimuli also result in second order orientation; algorithms which detect

kinetic occlusion may also respond to other kinds of stimuli which also possess locally ori-

ented power in the frequency domain [21]. Here are a few sources of second order orientation

that one can consider:

* Multiplicative transparency. Attenuation masks of the form M(x) = au(x + Vmt) + b

will still yield second order orientation; a scaling of AM(w) by a and an additional

DC offset bb(w) is introduced. This form of M(x) often arises in conditions of trans-

parency; an example is shown in Figure 2-3(a).

* Change of speed/direction. When surfaces rapidly change speed or direction, i.e.

when Vm = oc, and il(x) = i 2 (x), second order orientation of angle 8m = 1 is present.

An example of a stimulus containing a change in direction of a surface is shown in

Figure 2-3(b).

* Theta motion. If the mask has a different velocity than both the occluding and

occluded surface, i.e. vm 5 v, and vm $ v2 , then second order orientation is present

along both lines w.vl + wt = 0 and wxv2 + Wt = 0 in the frequency domain. An

example is shown in Figure 2-3(c). Zanker [91] has termed this "theta" motion, and
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Figure 2-1: XT Kinetic occlusion: Image formation. (a) Occluded surface Ii(x) and the
magnitude of its FFT Iii(w)l. In this figure and all subsequent figures with (x,t) stimuli,
the positive time axis points downwards. The occluded surface is a sine grating moving
rightward, which appears as two impulses in the frequency domain. (b) Mask M(x) =
u(x + vmt) and the magnitude of its FFT IM(w)l. The mask is a step edge moving leftward,
which contains power only on the line wxvm + wt = 0. (c) Multiplying oriented patterns in
the spatial domain results in oriented power in the frequency domain. (d) Occluded surface
I2 (x) and the magnitude of its FFT 112(w)j. The occluding surface is sine grating moving
leftward, which also appears as two impulses in the frequency domain. (e) Inverted mask
1 - M(x) = 1 - u(x + vmt) and the magnitude of its FFT lb(w) - M(w)l. (f) Because
vm = v2, multiplying I2(x) and M(x) does not generate second order orientation. (g)
Stimulus I(x) and the magnitude of its FFT Ii(w)j, formed by adding the signals shown
in (c) and (f). The stimulus represents a sine grating moving rightward occluded by a sine
grating moving leftward.
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I(x)

11(w) U1
Figure 2-2: XT Second order orientation: Kinetic occlusion. (a) If the motion of the occlud-
ing surface (vm = v2) changes, the second order orientation also changes. (b) Blurring the
edge M(x) merely attenuates high frequency second order orientation. (c) With arbitrary
surfaces, second order orientation is present everywhere along the line w.vl + wt = 0. Here a
rightward moving surface (vi = 1) moves behind a leftward moving surface (v2 = vm = -1).
(d) Here a rightward moving surface (vi = 1) moves behind a static surface (v2 = vm = 0).
(e) Like (c), a rightward moving surface (vi = 1) moves behind a leftward moving surface

(v2 = vm = -1). But unlike (c), now information is accreted at the motion boundary.

reports that observers perceive the second order motion Vm independent of the surface

motions vl and v2. Under some conditions stimuli of this sort are sometimes perceived

as self-occlusion [58, 77].

* Beats. Locally oriented power can be created artificially with only two moving sine

gratings. If we let I(x) = sin(w.xlx + wtit) + sin(wx2x + wt2t), then I(w) contains

four impulses in the frequency domain. With these impulses sufficiently close to

one another, there is locally oriented power, as shown in Figure 2-3(d). Observers

perceive the speed and direction of the second order orientation as if it were first

order orientation [15].

Because the algorithms we will develop later detect second order orientation, they will also

respond to these stimuli; it is possible the visual system analyzes these second-order stimuli

with the same mechanisms that analyze kinetic occlusion.

2.2 XT Kinetic occlusion: Analysis

Having made these initial observations, we can now state our goal precisely. The task of

first order orientation analysis is to deduce as much information as possible about the layers

I
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I(x)

11(w)

Figure 2-3: (a) Multiplicative Transparency. With M(x) = au(x + vmt) + b, we have a
simple case of transparency, but second order orientation is still present along the line of
the occluder. (b) Change of direction. When a moving surface changes speed rapidly, there
is second order orientation, where Vm = oo and ii(x) = i2 (x). (c) Theta motion. When
vm v2, locally oriented power is present along both lines wxvl + wt = 0 and wxv2 + Wt = 0.
Here, Vm = 0. (d) Beats. A sum of two sinusoids also appears as locally oriented power.

In(x); in motion analysis, this involves estimation of surface velocities un(x).

The task of second order orientation analysis is to deduce as much information as possible

about the attenuation mask M(x). In kinetic occlusion analysis, this involves: (1) detection

of locally oriented power, thus validating the translating step edge model M(x) = u(x+vmt);

(2) determining the second order motion vm.

2.2.1 First order orientation analysis

Estimation of the first order motion(s) vn is possible by finding the line(s) wxv, + wt = 0

containing the most energy. Spatiotemporally oriented filters allow one to selectively extract

portions of the frequency domain so as to accomplish this task [1, 27, 84]. Phase-invariant

energy extraction is possible through usage of a quadrature pair of filters Ge(x) and Ho(x)

tuned to orientation 0: [1, 23]

Eo(x) = (I(x) * Go(x))2 + (I(x) * He(x)) 2  (2.7)

Multiple motions at each point in space-time x can be found by finding local peaks in

Eo(x) as 0 is varied. Figure 2-4 illustrates the various stages of this calculation applied

to a stimulus containing two occluding surfaces. Filtering I(x) with Ge(x) and Ho(x)

selects a portion of the frequency domain centered around •tio; squaring in the spatial

I
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M(I(x) * Gn(x))2

II(w)l IoG(w)l

I(x) * Ha(x) (l(x) * Ha(x))' IEa(w)l

1i(w)l I Ie(x)l [i(w)le(w)l

Figure 2-4: XT First order orientation energy extraction. Here we depict the demodulation
of information present at +±7o to the center of the frequency domain, ' = 0, via computation
of Eo(x) = (I(x) * Ge(x))2 + (I(x) * Ho(x)) 2. Here, 0 = 1, so rightward motion is extracted.

domain demodulates the information present around ±fio to the center W- = 0, but creates

high frequency components at ±2t2o; however, because the filters are in quadrature, high

frequency components induced by squaring are canceled when the two signals are summed. 2

Through this calculation, second order orientation centered around t-0 is demodulated to

the center of the frequency domain ' = 0 in EO(x).

Gabor functions and derivatives of Gaussians are particularly convenient forms that

are popularly used for orientation analysis. Gabor functions may be preferred because they

form a natural quadrature pair and exactly "demodulate" portions of the frequency domain;

we use derivatives of Gaussians in our experiments because they are steerable [23].

2 Perfect cancellation does not occur because He(x) is a steerable approximation to the Hilbert transform
of Go(x).
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E. (x) Q(xW Rx(x)
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Figure 2-5: XT Second order orientation extraction L First and second order orientation can
be extracted with linear filtering and squaring operations, with simple non-linearities. (a)
The stimulus I(x) depicts a rightward moving sine grating occluded by a leftward moving
sine grating. There is second order orientation along the line wxvl + wt = 0 in the frequency
domain. (b) First order orientation is extracted at a given orientation 0 using a quadrature
pair of filters Go(x) and He(x), to yield extracted energy Eo(x). Shown here is E (x) and

the magnitude of its FFT I E(w)l. (c) Filter Qz(x) used to remove first order orientation;
it is shown enlarged for visibility. (d) Second order orientation can be detected through
removal of first order orientation. Shown here is the detected second order orientation
R~(x) and the magnitude of its FFT IjR~(w)l; responses are negative, indicating deletion
of surface texture.

2.2.2 Second order orientation analysis

The key idea behind our method of second order orientation analysis is as follows. First

order orientation analysis "demodulates" a portion of the frequency domain to compute

Eo(x); any second order orientation previously centered around -±i-o is now "demodulated"

to W' = 0 in Eo(w), effectively becoming first order orientation. So to detect second order

motion in I(x), we can detect first order motion in Eo(x). And, to estimate second order

motion vm in I(x), we can estimate first order motion in EO(x).

An example of the demodulation of second order orientation is shown in Figure 2-5(a,b).

There is now power lying along the line wxvm + wt = 0 and wxvl + wt = 0 in E•(w). Given

estimates of the first order orientation vl, the first order orientation can be removed with

linear filtering to isolate second order orientation Ro(x):

Re(x) = Qo(x) * Ee(x) (2.8)

I
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(a)
I(x)

li(w)I

(b) (c) (d)
E (x) O (x) Rr (X)

! - • /!

Figure 2-6: XT Disocclusion vs. occlusion. (a) "Dual" of stimulus I(x) in the previousfigure; (b) First order orientation extracted Ez:(x); (c) Filter Qz(x) used to remove firstorder orientation, enlarged for visibility; (d) §econd order orientation extracted Rza(x);responses are positive, indicating accretion of surface texture.

where Qe(x) represents a linear filter with the property Qo(w., wt) = 0 for all W6 = [ws, wt]T
on the line wvl +wt = 0. There are a variety of filters that can be used; the most convenient
is a first derivative of a Gaussian:

Qo(x) = sin(0)G,(x) + cos(O)Gt(x) (2.9)

where G,(x) and Gt(x) are derivatives of a Gaussian in x and t respectively. Here we
used the steerability property of derivatives of Gaussians [23] to filter orthogonally to the
direction of spatiotemporal orientation.3 With first order orientation removed, only second
order information remains in Ro(x). In principle, methods to estimate first order motion
can now be applied to Ro(x) to estimate Vm. In our example, we can detect the second
order orientation present in the stimulus of Figure 2-5(a) by filtering E (x) with Q7(x) to
yield Rz(x), shown in Figure 2-5(b), (c), and (d) respectively. First order orientation is
removed; consequently Ra (x) has significant responses near the moving occlusion boundary,
indicating the presence of second order orientation.

For our particular choice of filter Qo(x), by observing the sign of the response of Ro(x),
we can differentiate occlusion from disocclusion. Occlusion, i.e. deletion of surface texture,

3With a first derivative of a Gaussian, two "basis" filters G.(x) and Gt(x) are used, with interpolationfunctions sin(0) and cos(e) steering to any orientation 0. See [23] for details.
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is reflected by negative responses, and disocclusion, i.e. accretion of surface texture, is

reflected by positive responses. If we change M(x) = u(x + Vmt) to M(x) = u(-x - vmt),

occlusions become disocclusions and vice versa. A "dual" for the occlusion stimulus of

Figure 2-5(a) is shown in Figure 2-6(a). The first and second order orientation extracted

via the above procedure is shown in Figure 2-6(b,c,d). The detected second order orientation

Ro(x) changes sign accordingly, reflecting the interposition.

For a more complicated stimulus, there is second order orientation modulated everywhere

along the line w~,v + wt = 0; a multiscale analysis is appropriate. Figure 2-7(a) shows an

example of one such stimulus, Figure 2-7(b) shows second order orientation demodulated

from one particular orientation and scale around w' = wo in the frequency domain.

Successful kinetic occlusion detection depends crucially on whether second order ori-

entation is demodulated successfully. This in turn depends on the accuracy of first order

orientation extraction. If we misestimate first order orientation vl, then the second order

orientation is not demodulated to the center of the frequency domain w' = 0; false responses

will be detected. Figure 2-8(c) illustrates the effect of superimposing a misestimated first

orientation onto our stimulus of Figure 2-8(a). Because of the misestimation of the velocity

vl, power along the line w.,vl + wt = 0 is not successfully demodulated and first order

orientation is not successfully removed.

Furthermore, only the information present along the line wxvl + wt = 0 should be de-

modulated. If the lines wvl + wt = 0 and wv2 + Wt = 0 are sufficiently close that Eo, (x) or

Eo2 (x) extracts both lines, then filtering with Qo1 (x) or Q02 (x) will result in false responses.

Figure 2-8(a,b,c) shows a stimulus with dominant orientations (01 = Z, 82 = 0) sufficiently

close to one another that energy extracted at either orientation yields significant response at

the other orientation. Removal of first order orientation yields significant responses. While

this problem may be solved in part by extracting energy with filters more sharply tuned to

orientation, this would require more oriented filters; in practice, some overlap is always to

be expected. Pursuit eye movements may also aid in separating the two components.

For successful removal of first order orientation, it is necessary to have a suppression

mechanism which attenuates energy extracted from non-dominant motions. Only motion

which is locally dominant can be made to respond with a simple non-linear transformation,

although in doing so we can no longer obtain a strict frequency domain interpretation.

Rather than filtering Eo(x) to compute Re(x), we can filter a transformed version of it,



Ro(x) = Qo(x) * E(x)

where Ee(x) represents a signal which only responds if it is a dominant orientation. Many

mechanisms may be devised. One possible scheme, which we use, is:

E(x) E(x) (2.11)

where f(x) is a sigmoid function:

1
f(x) =(2.12)1 + e-c(x-0)

which is near 1 if x >» 5 and near 0 if x < i. The above operations implement a local

soft winner-take-all mechanism,4 i.e. E•(x) only responds if Eo(x) is greater than the

energy extracted at neighboring orientations E0+se(x). A neighborhood of 60 = {0, 0-0} is

sufficient to yield the desired responses, where A = 1 + , and c is adjusted to have desirable

cutoff response properties. At high contrasts, division by neighboring orientations results

in contrast invariance. At low contrasts, a dominates, so the response will be near zero.

The above operation can be performed at every orientation 0. While all orientations 0

can be extracted with the above operations, simulations may be simplified by only extracting

second order orientation at k dominant orientations. We can utilize mechanisms which

find the dominant orientations for one-dimensional stimuli [56] or which find the dominant

motions in two-dimensional stimuli [33, 83]. We should be aware that significant deviations

from the dominant motion will result in false responses. The systematic nature of these false

responses can be taken advantage of, as some spatial junction analysis schemes have done

[29, 60], but we do not pursue this possibility here. Our overall block diagram for processing

one-dimensional stimuli is shown in Figure 2-9. At each orientation O,, where n = 1...k,

we extract energy signals E~,(x), which when filtered with Qo,(x) yield occlusion detection

signals Ron(x). The representation of detected occlusion Ro.(x) is adequate, but can be

pooled over all k dominant orientations to summarize detected occlusion boundaries with

4Normalization by local energy (c.f. [28]) also implements a soft winner-take-all mechanism, but does
not suppress responses sufficiently.

(2.10)



(a)
I(x)

(b)
E(x)* Qz(x)= Rz(x)

Figure 2-7: XT Second order orientation analysis L (a) Generic occlusion stimulus I(x),
representing a noise pattern moving rightward being occluded by a noise pattern moving
leftward. (b) Second order orientation extracted for the generic occlusion stimulus I(x).
Second order orientation is detected at the motion boundary; the response is negative,
indicating deletion of texture of the rightward moving surface.

simple summation:5

k

R(x) = E Ro,(x) (2.13)
n=1

We illustrate on our example of Figure 2-10(a), where there are two dominant orientations,

01 = 1 and 02 = 0, corresponding to the occluded and occluding surface respectively. The

energy EO,(x) for both orientations is shown in Figure 2-10(b); responses to locally non-

dominant orientations are significant. The transformed signals for both orientations are

shown in Figure 2-10(c). Now, responses in E•,(x) are present only in regions where the

orientation is dominant. Filtering these signals with Qe,(x) results in significant response

in regions where there is occlusion. The signal Roj (x) indicates occlusion at the motion

boundary for rightward motion, while the signal Ro2(x) only generates spurious responses

because static motion is not occluded. Figure 2-10(d) shows the summarized response R(x)

pooled across both dominant orientations. Second order orientation extracted from the

occluded surface, Ra(x), dominates the response in R(x).

The basic concepts of modulation of information in our image formation model and

demodulation in our kinetic occlusion analysis method can easily be extended to two-

dimensional motion analysis. We consider kinetic occlusion of two-dimensional moving

surfaces in the next section.

5 Note that in pooling these responses, we lose information about which moving surface is occluded, so
the distributed representation Re,(x), where n = 1... k, may be preferred for subsequent processing.
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(a)
I(x)

(c)
I(x)

(b)
En(x) * Qn(x) = Rn(x)

(d)
Es(x) * Q(x) = Rm(x)4

Figure 2-8: XT Second order orientation analysis II. (a) Generic occlusion stimulus I(x),representing a rightward moving noise pattern being occluded by a leftward moving noisepattern. (b) Filtering extracted first order orientation Eo(x) with Qo(x) detects occlusionof static surfaces, but only if there is static orientation present; Qo(x) is shown enlargedfor visibility. Anomalous responses are everywhere in Ro(x), due to imposed misestimatevl = 0. (c) Generic occlusion stimulus I(x), representing a noise pattern moving rightwardbehind a static noise pattern. (d) Second order orientation extracted for this signal arespuriously positive and negative because of interference from neighboring orientations.

01 02 ... Ok 01 2 . Ok

PEo (x) Rol--R(x)-
Stimulus First Order _ Ee02,(x)) Second Order R02 (x)

I(x) Energy Orientation
Extraction ... Extraction ...

Eek(x) - Rk(x)

Figure 2-9: XT Kinetic occlusion detection: Block diagram. One dimensional kinetic occlu-sion stimuli are analyzed via a two stage process. The first stage extracts inhibited energysignals Eo,(x) for k orientations 0,,, where n = 1 ... k. The second stage removes first orderorientation by filtering E0,(x) with derivative of Gaussians Qne(x) to result in occlusiondetection signals Re,(x).
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(b)
Eg(x)

En(x)

(c)
Ei(x) * OQr(X) = Rmr(x)

En(x) * On(x) = Rn(x)

(d)
R(x)

Figure 2-10: XT Kinetic occlusion detection: Example. (a) Generic occlusion stimulus I(x),representing a noise pattern moving rightward behind a static noise occluder. (b) Secondorder orientation extracted for both orientations. (c) Extraction of second order orientationRe, (x) from signals Eo,(x) which respond only where motion is locally dominant. (d)Pooling across all orientations can be used to summarize detected occlusion; the responseis negative at the motion boundary, indicating deletion of surface texture.
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Chapter 3

Two-dimensional Kinetic

Occlusion

Thus far we have understood kinetic occlusion in one-dimensional spatiotemporal stimuli,

and have motivated the basic operations which allow for the local detection of kinetic

occlusion. We now extend the analysis to two dimensional moving patterns. The occlusion

model in two dimensions is exactly as before, but now x = (x, y, t) and w = (wx, Wy, wt):

I(x) = Ii(x)M(x) + I2(X)(1 - M(x)) (3.1)

I(w) = I1(w) * M(w) + I2(w) * (6(w) - M(w)) (3.2)

Layers I,(x) are two-dimensional spatial surfaces in(x, y) which move with velocity Vn =

[vx, vyn]T:

In(x) = i (x + vnt, y + vnDt) (3.3)

Unambiguously translating surfaces have power constrained to lie along planes in the fre-

quency domain [27]:

fI(w) = ic,(w, wy)6(w••x, + yvyyn + Wt) (3.4)



3.1 XYT Kinetic occlusion: Model

Kinetic occlusion is modeled with a spatially oriented step edge uo,(x, y) translating with

speed vm and oriented at angle Om:

M(x) = UOs,m( + Vm cos(0m)t, y + Vm sin(Om)t) (3.5)

M!(w) = io,,,(w, wy)f6(WxVm cos(0m) + WyVm sin(0m) + wt) (3.6)

It is well known that the motion of an isolated moving edge is ambiguous; only the normal

velocity im = VmO,?m can be measured, where hoe, = [cos(Om), sin(Om)]T. An unobservable

tangent component vm may also be present, where 'm = hM + ",. A geometric decomposi-

tion of hi, im and V2 is depicted in Figure 3-1(a), where iv = 6i - nom and il = vl + v-i. In

our model, the mask in general will have a motion consistent with the occluder's motion,

where Vm = v2. However, generically, i #5 2.

Since fiim(wzx, wy) = if(r)6(-w.sin(m) + wy cos(Om)), the power in M(w) lies along a

line defined by the intersection of two planes:

[Vm cos(0m), Vm sin(0m), 1]T t i = 0

[- sin(Om), cos(Om), O]T . = 0

Thus M(w) lies along the line 'iem(k), parametrized by k:

Wm(k) = k[cos(Om), sin(Om), -vm] T  (3.7)

Thus as the orientation Om of the mask M(x) changes, the power in M(w) rotates about

the wt axis; this is depicted in Figure 3-1(b). As the speed Vm of the mask M(x) changes,

the power is skewed about the (wx, wy) plane; this is depicted in Figure 3-1(c).

Using the above mask model, we can understand the image formation process in both

domains. Figure 3-2 depicts an example occluding stimulus pattern. In the spatial domain, a

rightward moving plaid (il(x, y) = sin(wurz+ x+wylay+wtla)+sin(wlbX + WylbY+ Wtlb), v1 =

[1, O]T) is occluded by another plaid moving leftward (i 2(x, y) = sin(wx 2ax + Wy2aY+ Wt2a)+

sin(w.,2bX + Wy2bY + Wt2b), Cm = 52 = [-1, O]T). Each plaid is composed of two sinusoids

whose normal motions are consistent with rightward and leftward motion respectively. Thus
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Figure 3-1: Mask. (a) A geometric decomposition of the velocity vectors of the occluded
and occluding surface Ii(x) and I 2(x) and mask M(x); (b) As the mask changes orientation
Om, the oriented power rotates about the wt axis; (c) As the mask changes speed vm, the
oriented power does not rotate, but instead skews to and from the (w,, wy) plane.
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Ii(w) contains four impulses that lie along the plane wvl + wyvyl + wt = 0, as shown in

Figure 3-2(a). The mask M(w) appears as a line, as shown in Figure 3-2(b). Multiplying

the two patterns I(x) and M(x) in space-time is the same as convolving their spectra in

the frequency domain. This results in locally oriented power around the coordinates of the

impulses of Ii(w), as shown in Figure 3-2(c). The orientation of the power in M(w) is

modulated off the center to the coordinates of the impulses in Ii(w).

As before, first order motion is manifested as power passing through the origin w =

0; second order motion is manifested as oriented power centered off the origin around

w = +•0o. Since the mask M(x) moves consistently with the occluder I2(x), the sec-

ond component I 2(x)(1 - M(x)) does not introduce any observable second order motion,

as shown in Figure 3-2(d,e,f); all the power in I 2(w) * (b(w) - M(w)) lies inside the plane

wxvx2 + y2 + Wt = 0. The stimulus I(x) is just the sum of the two components in

Figure 3-2(c) and (f), and is shown in Figure 3-2(g).

If the mask M(x) is moving consistently with the occluded surface Ii(x), then the

occlusion is hidden. Refering to Figure 3-1(a), clearly the mask is moving consistently with

the occluded surface if and only if i1 = V'm. Under such conditions, the power in M(w)

is a line contained within the plane wxvxl + wuvl + wt = 0. There are the two possible

extremes. At one extreme, Vm = vT = Ei and vA = 0 and there is no perceived motion

boundary; it is illustrated in Figure 3-3(a). The second extreme, illustrated in Figure 3-

3(b), corresponds to motion shear. Under such conditions, V1 = v• = 0 and v1 = i1. There

is a perceived motion boundary, but no cue to occlusion! A case midway between these two

extremes is illustrated in Figure 3-3(c), where i1 = V, + V~ and ivt  0 and viý  0. In all

three cases, nothing is accreted or deleted, there is no ordinal cue to depth, and there is no

second order orientation to extract. However, with considerable deviation from the plane

wavl + wyvyl + wt = 0, the second order orientation is visible, and there is an ordinal cue

to depth that can be detected.

With a more complicated spatial surface il(x, y), information in M(w) is modulated to

frequencies everywhere along the plane wxvxl + wYvYl + Wt = 0.
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Figure 3-2: XYT Kinetic occlusion: Image formation. Multiplying oriented patterns in thespatial domain results in oriented power in the frequency domain. (a) Occluded surface Ii(x)and the magnitude of its FFT II (w)l. The occluded surface is a plaid moving rightward,which appears as four impulses in the frequency domain corresponding to the two movingsine gratings that compose the plaid. (b) Mask M(x) and the magnitude of its FFT IM(w)l.The mask is a step edge moving leftward, which contains power only along a line in thefrequency domain. (c) Stimulus Ii(x)M(x) and the magnitude of its FFT I•I(w) * Mi(w)j.The power of M(w) has been modulated off center to the impulses of I(w), resulting inlocally oriented power. (d) Occluding surface I2(x) and the magnitude of its FFT II2(w)I.The occluding surface is a plaid moving leftward, which also appears as four impulses in thefrequency domain. (e) Inverted mask 1-M(x) and the magnitude of its FFT Ib(w)-Mi(w)l.(f) Since the mask moves consistently with the occluding surface, second order orientationis hidden in the plane wxvx2 + Wyvy2 + Wt = 0. (g) Combining the two components of (c)and (f) yields the stimulus. The stimulus is a plaid moving rightward occluded by a plaidmoving leftward, with a vertically oriented motion boundary. Two planes are present in thefrequency domain, but only one contains second order orientation.
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Figure 3-3: XYT Degenerate cases. If the mask M(x) moves consistently with the occluded
surface, then i 1 = i'm, and the occlusion is hidden. Under such conditions, the power in
M(w) is modulated within the plane wavl + w•vyl + wt = 0 and there is no second order
orientation to extract. (a) Extreme 1: Here, the normal motion of irm is identical to il. (b)
Extreme 2: Here, the normal motion of ilm is 0, and the tangential component is identical
to vi. This corresponds to motion shear. (c) In between the two extremes, there exists a
continuum of degenerate motions where occlusion cannot be detected.

3.2 XYT Kinetic occlusion: Analysis

Having made these observations, we can now define the goal of kinetic occlusion analysis in

image sequences.

The task of first order motion analysis is to deduce as much information as possible

about I,(x). In motion analysis, this involves estimation of surface velocities iVn(x). This

is a well understood problem, and there are now numerous motion estimation algorithms

available. First order motion analysis in two dimensions involves determining the plane(s)

which contain the most energy [20, 25, 27].

The task of second order motion analysis is to deduce as much information as possible

about M(x). For kinetic occlusion analysis of two-dimensional motion, this involves: (1)

detection of second order motion; (2) estimating the parameters of the mask M(x), i.e. the

orientation Om and speed vm. Analogously to methods developed for (x, t) analysis, we can

detect kinetic occlusion and estimate second order motion in I(x) by: (1) extracting first

order motion (i.e. demodulating second order orientation to W' = 0) to compute E.U(x); In

one dimension, where x = (z, t), we used oriented energy measures to demodulate energy

contained along the line wxv + wt = 0 to u7 = 0. In two dimensions, where x = (x, y, t), we

must demodulate energy contained in the plane vxwx + vwwy + wt = 0 to '5 = 0 in (x, y, t).

(b) 61 = Om VI v vm

H(



(2) applying first order motion analysis algorithms to E-(x) to analyze second order motion

of I(x).

3.2.1 First order motion analysis

For a given velocity i = [vx, vy]T that contains power along the plane vXwX + vywy + wt = 0,

extracting first order motion E-(x) is possible through linear filtering of the stimulus I(x)

with banks of spatiotemporal filters centered on the plane [25, 27]. These methods allow

for the construction of biologically plausible distributed representations of motion, believed

to be a rough model "Fourier" motion processing converging onto MT. (See Figure 1-2(a)).

Simoncelli [69] has recently developed methods of doing so using tools of steerable filtering

[23, 37]. We summarize the method below.

Convolution of an image sequence I(x) with a set of basis filters G,(x) allows for "steer-

able" filtering to any portion of the frequency domain W' = +[wl, , 2, 3]T, where I lk = 1,

with interpolation functions fn(t):

F (x) = I fn()(G(x) * I(x)) (3.8)
n

To tile the plane wv, + WyVy + wt = 0, energy is extracted in several portions of the

frequency domain centered at Wi = [w, w2, w2 3 ]T by steering along several different directions

and subsequently applying squaring operations:

N+1
Eu(x) = Go(x) * (Fi,(x))2  (3.9)

i=1

High frequency components introduced by squaring are diminished through subsequent con-

volution with a 3-d Gaussian Go(x). Figure 3-4 depicts how energy is extracted from a plane

in the frequency domain with a first derivative of a 3-d Gaussian; two separate weightings

are required to tile the plane. For Nth order derivative of Gaussians, N + 1 separate

weightings of basis filters are necessary. Figure 3-5(a,b) summarizes steering functions for

N = {1, 2, 3} and summarizes the filter coefficients used in all of our experiments.

The above procedure retains the key demodulation property considered in (x, t), except

now second order information is not demodulated from just one frequency around u' = ±i0o,

but instead a ring centered on the plane wuv + wYvy + wt = 0; choosing a different scale of



Figure 3-4: XYT First order motion energy extraction L The energy centered on the plane
wXvX + wv + wt = 0 in the frequency domain is extracted by summing the power responses
of directional derivatives lying in this plane corresponding to a given velocity. Idealized level
surfaces of the power spectra of two such derivative filters are shown here. The level surfaces
of the sum of the two will form a smooth ring bisecting the plane. From Simoncelli [69],
with permission. Second order orientation that may be contained in this ring is demodulated
to the origin W' = 0.

Gaussian demodulates a different sized ring centered around that plane. An example image

sequence with two occluding surfaces is shown as a sliced XYT volume in Figure 3-6(a); the

occluded surface is moving to the left (6f = [-1, 0]T) and the occluding surface is moving

to the right ('72 = [1, 0]T). The first order motion energy extracted for the two motions

present, E l(x) and E 2(x), are shown in Figure 3-6(b,c). The second order motion is

visible in E- (x) but not in E- (x), as was illustrated in Figure 3-2(c) and Figure 3-2(f).

3.2.2 Second order motion analysis

The previous calculation demodulates energy along the plane vvwx + vywy + wt = 0 to the

center of the frequency domain W' = 0. Second order orientation in I(x) effectively becomes

first order orientation in Ei(x). If there is no second order orientation to extract, then

all the energy in !E(w) will pass through the plane vw. + vywy + wt = 0. If there is

second order orientation, there will be energy along a second line in El(w) corresponding

to M(w). To isolate second order orientation, we must remove the first order orientation

also demodulated in Ei(w), i.e. the energy along the plane vxw. + vywy + wt = 0. This

is easily done by filtering local measures of first order orientation Ev(x) with a linear filter

Q-(x) via:

Ru(x) = E.(x) * Q~(x) (3.10)

where Q -(w) = 0 for every W' such that --. [v., vy, 1]T = 0, i.e. zero frequency response

along the plane vz(x)w, + vy(x)wy + wt = 0. A first derivative of a Gaussian is convenient

I



Wa = 2 -2 - -vy'X
b [-vy,) , 0]T

Filter n = -2 n = -1 n = 0 n = 1 n = 2
go(n) .03342604 .24112500 0.450898 .24112500 .03342604
gi(n) -.09452048 -.30649700 0.000000 .30649700 .09452048
g2(n) .20619200 .06440215 -0.541189 .06440215 .20619200
g3(n) -.29033300 .70326000 0.000000 -.70326000 .29033300

Figure 3-5: (a) Steering functions. Summary of 3-d steering functions for Nth derivative
of Gaussians (N = {1, 2, 3}). Steerable filters allow for energy extraction at any portion of
the frequency domain centered at W' = [w1, w2, w3]T, where |Izi = 1, given spatiotemporal
derivative approximations of a stimulus I(x). We denote I,,,(x) as the signal obtained by
3-d separable convolution of I(x) with a third derivative of Gaussian in the x direction,
and a Gaussian in the y and t direction; Icyy(x) is obtained by convolution of I(x) with a
first derivative of a Gaussian in the x direction, a second derivative of a Gaussian in the
y direction, and a Gaussian in the t direction, etc. (b) Filter taps. Orientation analysis is
performed through multidimensional derivatives of Gaussians, where rth order derivatives
are approximated by convolution of the signal with separable 5-tap kernels g,(n), presented
here.

(a)

Order Steering function FB(x)
N=1 Fg(x) = I,(x)wl + I,(x)w2 + It(x)w3

_1 = Wa, W2 = Wb
N=2 Fv(x) = Ir,(x)w2 + 2I1y(x)wlw 2 + 2Itt(x)wlw3 + Iyy(x)w +± 21t(x)w2W3 Itt()

W1 = Wa W2 " =5Wa-+•2Wb, W3Wa + Wb

N=3 Fg(x) = I.,(x)w' + 3Iy,(x)w'w 2 + 3I2,t(x)w2w3 + 3I~~,(X)wiWg + 6IT(x)wiw 2w3
3Iut(x)wlw + lyy(x)w + 3Iyyt (X)W(x•w 3 + 3Itu(x)w2w3 + Itt(x)W3

W1 W=Wa, W2b = W, W3 ZW + "E2L9bW, 4 -W 2W'Wb
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E,(x) Evj(x) R- (x)

W. w.t I

Figure 3-6: XYT Second order orientation extraction. We depict (x, y,t) stimuli with
image cubes, sliced at a particular y to reveal a representative XT slice; the t direction
points out of the page and to the left. (a) Stimulus I(x), representing a rightward moving
noise pattern discoccluding a leftward moving noise pattern. (b) Energy Ev (x) along
plane wxv.l + wyvl + wt = 0 where vi = [vl,v vl]T. (c) Energy R- (x) along plane
wx2 + wyy2 + t = 0 where ]2 = [vT2, vy 2]T. (d) Detected second order motion R- (x)
for the leftward moving surface; responses are positive at the motion boundary, indicating
disocclusion of surface texture.
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because of its steerability and separability:

1
QV(x) = (vxGx(x) + vGy(x) + Gt(x)) (3.11)

v2 + v2 + 1

where Gx(x), Gy(x), and Gt(x) are derivatives of 3-d Gaussians in the x, y, and t directions.

The second order orientation detected via the above operation in our example of Figure 3-

6(a) is shown in Figure 3-6(d). For our occluded leftward moving surface, this second

operation successfully detects occlusion near the motion boundary. For our particular choice

of filter Q-(x), the sign of the response indicates the nature of the occlusion: negative

responses indicate deletion of surface texture; positive responses indicate accretion of surface

texture. In our example, the response R- (x) near the boundary is positive, signaling

accretion of surface texture il(x, y).

Just as in one-dimensional kinetic occlusion analysis, successful detection of locally

oriented power relies on how well energy from one motion can be demodulated to the origin

w = 0. Only the information present along the plane w.,v.l + WyVyl + wt = 0 should

be demodulated for subsequent filtering with Q- (x). If information from a second plane

wxVx2 + wyvy2 + Wt = 0 is sufficiently close to the plane wXvli + wyvyl + wt = 0 of interest,

then filtering El (x) with Q- (x) will result in false responses. For successful removal of

first order orientation, a suppression mechanism which attenuates energy extracted from

non-dominant motions must be designed.

3.3 XYT Kinetic occlusion detection

To suppress non-dominant motions, we construct a signal Et(x) which responds if - is

present at point x. Given this signal, we can detect occlusion for that motion via:

R-(x) = Qv(x) * E-(x) (3.12)

where Q-(x) is as before. Only motion which is locally dominant can be made to respond

in E-(x) with simple non-linear operations on local energy extracted at velocity V' and

neighboring velocities i + 66. This can be accomplished with:

E( Ex)x)) (3.13)V o + E, E+dv(x )



where f(x) is a sigmoid:
1

f(x) = (3.14)1+ e-c(x-i)
The above operation implements a soft local winner-take-all mechanism, i.e. Er(x) only

responds if the energy extracted at a velocity 0, Ev(x), is significantly greater than the

energy extracted at neighboring motions ' + 60, E,++61 (x). At low contrasts, a dominates

and the response will be near zero. At high contrasts, divisive inhibition by energy extracted

at neighboring motions results in contrast invariance. Choosing the neighborhood of '+6b is

straightforward. The unit normal '• = 1 [v-, vy, 1]T to the plane wxvx+ wvy+wt =

0 is used to find four neighboring planes passing through the origin with normals o-+6gv at

fixed angles to W'-. Each normal vector Wu-+6, defines a "neighboring" plane whose energy

may extracted in the same manner as before.

The above operation can be performed at every velocity O, as we conjecture may be the

case in MT. While it is possible to extract energy for all possible motions V with the above

operations, simulations may be simplified tremendously by only extracting second order

motion for k dominant motions. Our overall architecture is summarized in Figure 3-7. For

each of the k dominant motions On(x) present in the stimulus, where n = 1 ... k, first order

motion energy signals En (x) are extracted. Each of these signals E/t(x) are filtered with

Qr(x) to construct occlusion detection signals R -(x). If desired, we can pool responses

over all k dominant motions with simple summation:

R(x) = Ra(x)(x) (3.15)
n=1

to summarize the occlusion detected in the spatiotemporal stimulus.

In our experiments, dominant motions ' (x) are extracted via the clustering technique

used in [83]; the technique uses a k-means clustering algorithm on local affine parameter

fits of optical flow to yield k dominant motions described by:

Un(x, y, t)= [ a=(t)+ ax(t)x + a(ty (3.16)
ay(t) + a.,(t)x + a,,(t)y

where the vector dn(t) = [ax(t), axz(t), axy(t), ay(t), ayx(t), ay,(t)]T represents affine param-

eter fits for a cluster at time t. Other recently developed global multiple motion estimation
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Figure 3-7: XYT Kinetic occlusion detection: Block diagram. Two dimensional kinetic
occlusion stimuli are analyzed via a two stage process. The first stage extracts inhibited
energy signals !Ek(x) for k motions Vit(x), where n = 1...k. The second stage removes
first order orientation by filtering E, (x) to result in signals Ra (x).

algorithms, e.g. [6, 33], yield similar representations.

We illustrate our approach on a simple example containing two moving surfaces. Fig-

ure 3-8(a) depicts a random-dot stimulus where a rightward moving square occludes a left-

ward moving background. Figure 3-8(b) shows three representative spatiotemporal slices

of the stimulus, and Figure 3-8(c) shows first order motion energy E- (x) extracted for the

occluded surface's motion i-. Spurious responses are present both inside and outside the

square; applying the above linear filtering operations to this signal would result in false

detection. Figure 3-8(d) shows first order motion E 1 (x) extracted with our local winner-

take-all mechanism. Now, responses are present only outside the square. Applying the

above filtering operation detects occlusion for leftward motion on both sides of the square

in R- (x), shown in Figure 3-8(e). On the left side of the square, positive responses indi-

cate that the texture of the background is being accreted. On the right side of the square,

negative responses indicate the texture of the posterior surface is being deleted. In the

region directly above and below the square, there is a motion boundary but no occlusion,

so comparatively little second order orientation is extracted. Identical operations applied

to the motion of the occluding surface, v 2, successfully extracts the square, and is shown

in Figure 3-8(f,g). But occlusion is not detected; signals in Figure 3-8(h) are comparatively

smaller than the signals in Figure 3-8(e). Summing the two signals allows us to summarize

the detected occlusion for the stimulus, and is shown in Figure 3-8(i).
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(1) t = 7 (2) t = 11 (3) y = 16

(b) I(x)

(c) E.,(x)

(d) E, (x)

(e) R- (x)

(f) Ev. (x)

(g) Ei2 (x)

(h) Rj2 (x)

(i) R(x)

Figure 3-8: XYT Kinetic occlusion detection: Example. (a) Depiction of stimulus - a squaremoving rightward occluding a background moving leftward. Here, there are two dominant
motions, ~1 = [-1,O]T and V2 = [1 ,O]T. (b) Two frames and an (x,t) slice of the stimulus.
(c,d,e) First and second order orientation extracted for the occluded surface's velocity, -1.(f,g,h) First and second order orientation extracted for the occluding surface's velocity v'2.(i) Response R(x) pooled across all dominant motions can be used to summarize detectedocclusion.
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Chapter 4

Results

We have applied our kinetic occlusion detection algorithm to a battery of synthetic spa-

tiotemporal stimuli as well as a few real stimuli. For our synthetic stimuli, we impose

perfect estimated first order motions on the stimulus for controlled experimentation. For

real stimuli, we use the dominant motion extraction scheme of [83].

Vertical Bars. A three-motion stimulus with non-ideal spatiotemporal junctions is

shown in Figure 4-1(a,b). Here, two bars, moving rightward and leftward, respectively,

occlude a static background. Figure 4-1(c,d,e) show kinetic occlusion extraction steps for

static motion; kinetic occlusion is reliably detected at the edges of the bars. Figure 4-

l(f,g,h) and Figure 4-1(i,j,k) show the same steps applied to rightward and leftward motion

respectively. Occlusion is detected for the rightward moving bar but not for the leftward

moving bar. The detected occlusion can be summed to form the signal shown in Figure 4-

1(1).

Square-Circle I. A similar three motion stimulus is shown in Figure 4-2(a,b). Now, a

rightward moving square and a leftward moving circle occlude a static background. Figure 4-

2(c) shows four frames of the stimulus, and Figure 4-2(d) shows occlusion detected in the

stimulus. In the region above and below the square, there is a motion boundary but no

occlusion, so comparatively little second order orientation is extracted. At the top and

bottom of the circle, a sign reversal is present. A spatiotemporal slice of the stimulus and

the occlusion detected is shown in Figure 4-2(e,f).

Square-Circle II. The previous stimuli contained surface motions only in the horizontal

direction. Figure 4-3(a,b,c) shows a similar stimulus, but now the background is moving



upward. Now, accretion and deletion are robustly extracted at the top and bottom sides

of the circle and square as well as the left and right sides, as shown in Figure 4-3(d). A

spatiotemporal slice of the stimulus and the occlusion detected is shown in Figure 4-3(e,f).

Untextured occlusion I. All of the previous stimuli contained fully textured surfaces.

We can also detect kinetic occlusion in completely untextured surfaces. Figure 4-4(a) shows

a stimulus where two untextured diamonds occlude and disocclude one another. Detected

occlusion is shown in Figure 4-4(b). At time instants where a portion of the grey diamond is

occluded by the white diamond, responses in R(x) are negative, signalling deletion. When

the grey diamond is disoccluded, responses in R(x) are positive, signalling accretion.

Untextured occlusion II. While we have conceptualized detecting kinetic occlusion

as detecting junctions in space-time, only orientation-stopping is necessary. Figure 4-5(a,b)

shows a stimulus due to Michotte [44]. Observers do not perceive the stimulus as a deforming

circle, but instead as a static white circle occluded by a black vertical edge. Our method

detects occlusion at the "corners" of the occluded circle where the black edge occludes the

circle, as shown in Figure 4-5(c).

Rotations. Rotations and expansions of moving surfaces can be handled by the affine

model we adopt. Figure 4-6(a) depicts a rotating circle in front of a background translating

upward. Three frames from the stimulus are shown in Figure 4-6(b). Detected occlusion is

shown in Figure 4-6(c); disocclusion is detected at the top half of the circle, while occlusion

is detected on the bottom half.

Expansions. With expansions and contractions of moving stimuli, we must be cautious

in applying our algorithm. Information shifts in scale as surfaces expand and contract; this

may cause spurious responses. Figure 4-7(a) depicts an expanding circle in front of a

background translating rightward. Three frames from the stimulus are shown in Figure 4-

7(b), and detected occlusion is shown in Figure 4-7(c). Disocclusion is detected at the left

side of the circle, while occlusion is detected on the right side of the circle. Note, however,

that as the circle expands, the rightward moving edge moves similarly to the background.

Thus kinetic occlusion signal detected in the last frame is significantly weaker.

Garden sequence. Figure 4-8 shows the same steps applied to a real image sequence,

where a tree occludes a flowerbed. The motion of the tree and flowerbed is represented

accurately by the affine model we have adopted. Affine motion estimates were obtained

from the k-means clustering algorithm used in [83]. Second order motion is detected in



regions where the tree occludes the flowerbed; as before, the sign of R(x) differentiates

accretion from deletion. At the right side of the tree, the tree disoccludes the flowerbed,

so R(x) responds positively at the motion boundary. At the left side of the tree, the tree

occludes the flowerbed, so R(x) responds negatively. A spatiotemporal (x,t) slice reveals

the robustness of the response over time.
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Figure 4-2: Circle-Square L (a) Layered decomposition of stimulus - a rightward movingcircle moving in front of a leftward moving square, both of which are in front of a staticbackground. (b) Idealized segmentation of stimulus, where black, white, and grey corre-spond to the background, square, and circle respectively. (c) Four sample frames of thestimulus I(x). (d) Detected kinetic occlusion R(x) for the same four frames. (e) An (x, t)slice of the stimulus I(x). (f) An (x, t) slice of the detected kinetic occlusion R(x).
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Figure 4-3: Circle-Square II. (a) Layered decomposition of stimulus - a rightward movingcircle moving in front of a leftward moving square, both of which are in front of a backgroundmoving upward. (b) Idealized segmentation of stimulus, where black, white, and greycorrespond to the background, square, and circle respectively. (c) Four sample frames ofthe stimulus I(x). (d) Detected kinetic occlusion R(x) for the same four frames. (e) An
(x, t) slice of the stimulus I(x). (f) An (x, t) slice of the detected kinetic occlusion R(x).
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(a) I(x)

(b) R,71 (x)

Figure 4-4: Untextured occlusion L (a) Stimulus - Shown here are six sample frames from asequence where two untextured diamonds occlude and disocclude one another. (b) Detectedocclusion RV (x) for the same frames of the image sequence.
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v (c) R(x)

Figure 4-5: Untextured occlusion II. (a,b) Shown here is a layered decomposition and three
sample frames from a stimulus due to Michotte [44]. Observers perceive a circle occluded
by an invisible black vertical edge. (c) Detected occlusion R(x) for the three sample frames.

(b) I(x)

V (c) R(x)

Figure 4-6: Rotation/Translation. (a,b) Shown here is a layered decomposition and three
sample frames of a stimulus with a random dot circle rotating in front of a translating
background moving upward. (c) Detected occlusion R(x) for the three sample frames.

(a)
(b) I(x)

V (c) R(x)

Figure 4-7: Expansion/Translation. (a,b) Stimulus - Shown here is a layered decomposition
and three sample frames from a stimulus with a circle expanding in front of a translating
background. (c) Detected occlusion R(x) for the three sample frames.
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Figure 4-8: Flower garden. (a) Stimulus I(x) - a tree moving quickly leftward occluding a
flowerbed moving slowly leftward. Shown here are three sample frames from the sequence,
and an (x, t)-slice. (b) Detected occlusion R(x) extracted for the three sample frames shown,
and the same (x,t)-slice.
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Chapter 5

Discussion

5.1 Biological vision

Our models of first order motion analysis were based on models of human visual motion

sensing; it is quite possible that our computational model for kinetic occlusion analysis

is manifested in some form in visual processing pathways. Clues offered from single cell

recordings in monkey and cat, plus lesion experiments in monkeys and humans, allow us to

conjecture the neural basis behind the processing of kinetic occlusion. Figure 5-1 shows a

rough cartoon model of the visual areas involved, although the architecture is much more

complex (c.f. [17]). The prevailing characteristic behind the neural architecture is that there

are diverging pathways for the processing of motion (V1 to MT to MST and parietal cortex)

and the processing of form (V1 to V2 to V4 to inferotemporal cortex). We have modelled

the computations necessary for one of the interactions between the "motion" pathway and

the "form" pathway in this thesis.

Selectivity for the orientation of motion boundaries, defined by kinetic occlusion and

relative motion, has been tested in visual areas V1, V2, V3, and MT. While MT cells are

not orientation selective [40], a small percentage of cells in V2 has been found to possess

identical orientation selectivities to kinetic boundaries and luminance boundaries (5 out of

44 in one study [41], 38 out of 111 in another study [53]); a considerably larger proportion

of cells are found in V3/V3A (24 out of 32), while few (if any) cells in V1 (0 out of 22) have

similar orientation selectivities [53].

Furthermore, cells in macaque ventral MST, believed to be involved in processing of

object motion, respond vigorously when a stationary object is placed in front of a moving
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Figure 5-1: Neural architecture of visual areas. Most visual areas are connected to many
other visual areas with bidirectional connections, so we do not show them here.

field [74]. These cells do not respond to the moving field individually. Blurring the border

of an object causes responses to disappear, suggesting that the accretion and deletion cues

at the border are essential for these MST cells to respond.

Lesion studies in monkey and human offer an alternative source of information to single

cell recordings. Single cell recordings are traditionally limited to what cells are believed

to be selective to; it is always possible that representations may be implicit and diffi-

cult to discern in physiological recordings. Surgically removing area MT (and neighboring

areas in the superior temporal sulcus) causes monkeys' performance on shape discrimina-

tion tasks of motion-defined form to be severely impaired, while causing performance on

luminance-defined form to remain unchanged [42]. This suggests that MT is necessary for

the processing of kinetic boundaries.

Experiments showing a double disassociation between motion discontinuity detection

and motion coherence discrimination in humans indicate that there are separate neural

substrates for processing discontinuities and computing motion [80]. Two stroke victims

were tested on two tasks with random dot kinematogram stimuli. One task involved dis-

criminating the direction of motion, and another involved detecting motion discontinuities.

One patient, with lesions around cortical areas 19 and 37, had significantly degraded perfor-

mance on the motion coherence task in the visual field containing the lesion; performance on

the discontinuity detection task was normal. A second patient, with lesions of white matter



in the occipital-parietal region and cortical areas 18, 19, and 39, had significantly degraded

performance on the motion discontinuity task; performance on the motion coherence dis-

crimination task was normal. Together, this double disassociation indicates separate neural

substrates for the processing of motion and the processing of motioni discontinuities.

Further evidence has been provided by a similar study in [59]. Thirteen patients with

parietotemporal lesions were tested on motion and luminance detection, discrimination and

:recognition tasks. Seven patients out of the thirteen showed selective impairment on motion-

defined-form recognition tasks. Four of the seven showed selective impairment at recognizing

motion-defined letters, while the other three patients showed selective impairment in the

ability to both to detect and recognize motion-defined letters. All seven patients could

detect and discriminate coherent motion at control performance, and could detect and

recognize luminance defined letters near or at control performance. This indicates that the

loss of ability to recognize and detect letters was specific to motion-defined form, rather than

generic damage to motion processing in general. Regions of overlapping damage across all

seven patients lay in between the white matter connecting the "motion" processing stream

(V1/V2/MT/MST/7a) and the "form" processing stream (V1/V2/V4/IT), indicating that

motion-defined form processing involves at least these connections.

At this point we can only coarsely relate our model to the above findings. We should

keep in mind that, generically, there are two cues present at motion boundaries: kinetic

occlusion and relative motion. Our model involves spatiotemporal processing of distributed

representations of motion. This distributed representation of motion is apparently present

in MT; we use a Fourier motion model to simulate its responses. In light of evidence

showing combination of "non-Fourier" and surface segmentation cues in MT [3, 71], as well

as considerable evidence indicating non-classical responses of MT cells [4, 11, 62, 75], this

model is surely inaccurate. Although the distributed representation of motion we used is

based on a model of "Fourier" analysis, our basic operation only involves spatiotemporally

filtering these distributed representations of motion, as depicted in Figure 5-2; with other

cues integrated into this distributed representation, such the secondary "texture" boundary

pathway hypothesized and modelled in [87, 88], the filtering operation would be identical.

A reasonable conjecture is that the filtering operation could be done in visual cortex with

a feedback projection from MT and/or MST to one or more visual areas, such as V2, V3,

and/or V4, as depicted in Figure 5-2.



While we provide a "junction" analysis of kinetic occlusion, we should not ignore other

possibilities for the analysis of motion boundaries. Idealized motion shear does not result

in accretion and deletion of surface texture, but is easily segregated nonetheless [61]. Thus

there must be additional mechanisms which process relative motion; it is probable that these

relative motion analyzers aid in the segregation of surfaces undergoing kinetic occlusion

as well. Center-surround mechanisms for processing relative motion have been suggested

[48], and solid evidence for both inhibitory and excitatory surrounds has been reported

in area MT and MST [4, 11, 62, 75]. A coarse model of relative motion detection could

involve filtering distributed representations of motion with center-surround operators such

as Laplacians. While this could be used as a cue for motion segregation, it is unclear how

accretion and deletion could be differentiated.

We used local winner-take-all type operations on the distributed representations of mo-

tion in our model of kinetic occlusion detection. We constructed a simple pointwise non-

linearity on energy signals extracted at neighboring velocities; it is more plausible that these

local winner-take-all operations are manifested as combinations of inhibition and excitation

by neurons through complex temporal dynamics [36]. More realistic winner-take all opera-

tions have been simulated by other models [52, 87, 88], although with different motivations.

Evidence for the inhibition necessary for winner-take-all like operations has been found in

MT [63, 70]; thus it is not implausible that these kinds of non-linearities exist.

In addition to motion boundaries, other surface segregation cues have been tested. Many

cells in V2 respond to subjective "illusory" contours well outside their classical receptive

field [54, 82]. Preliminary evidence indicates selectivity for figure-ground direction in half

at occluding contours in monkey area V2 (19 out 40 tested) [55]. A small number of Vi

cells have also recently been reported to sensitive to illusory contours as well [24]. These

findings indicate that surface segregation occurs at a very early stage in visual processing.

Furthermore, a considerable number of shape-selective cells in inferotemporal cortex

(IT) maintain identical shape selectivity irrespective of the cue that defines the shape [64].

Identical selectivity is found when shapes are defined by motion, by luminance, or by texture.

An attractive hypothesis based on the above preliminary findings, is that there is rep-

resentation for direction of figure in V2, V3, and/or V4. Several computational models,

building on psychophysical evidence that surfaces are primitives of vision (c.f. [49, 50, 66]),

have constructed representations of direction of figure [18, 30, 19]. Although these mod-
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Figure 5-2: Kinetic occlusion analysis in biological vision. Our basic operation involves
filtering distributed representation of motion to yield detected occlusion responses. This
distributed representation of motion appears to be in MT. We conjecture that detected
occlusion is integrated into form stream by feedback from MT onto other visual areas, such
as V2, V3, or V4.

els currently only use spatial form cues, it seems possible that kinetic occlusion, spatial

occlusion, and stereo occlusion cues could all pour into a cue-invariant direction of figure

representation. Current evidence suggests that such a representation could be manifested

in an early visual area, such as V2.

5.2 Computational vision

This work can be considered both as a model for interactions between motion and form

processing streams in biological vision and as a tool for image processing and computer

vision. We have demonstrated feasibility of detecting motion boundaries defined by kinetic

occlusion.

This tool can be used in a variety of computer vision tasks. First, surfaces can be

segregated on the basis of kinetic occlusion. In contrast to the large number of vision

algorithms using luminance-based edge detection as a base representation, there are very

few that utilize motion boundaries. Detecting edges in velocity fields [78] is difficult due to

erroneous velocity estimates at motion boundaries; we offer an alternate possibility. Tools

such as deformable contours [35] may also use our detected motion boundaries as an image



potential.

With a detected ordinal cue to depth, we can determine the depth ordering of surfaces

locally. Our detected occlusion can be used to activate direction of figure representations,

as is done in the models of [18, 19, 30]. A global depth ordering of surfaces can also be

attempted from these local cues (c.f. [83]).

Furthermore, by discontinuing use of optical flow upon occlusion detection, and con-

tinuing use of optical flow upon disocclusion detection, we can potentially track surfaces

through occlusion. This is commonly attempted in feature tracking approaches in a brittle

fashion [47]; we offer an alternate approach.

Finally, the detection of motion boundaries allows for better motion estimates. In

addition to activating line processes (c.f. [57]) due to velocity gradients, we can activate

them through the detection of kinetic occlusion. Preventing smoothing across detected

motion boundaries can yield better estimates of optical flow.

There are a variety of additional directions that can be taken based on this work. First,

considerable improvements can be made on our detection methods alone. The systematic

nature of "false responses" has been taken advantage of in two-dimensional spatial occlusion

analysis [29, 60]; it should be possible to extend the basic idea to spatioternporal occlusion

analysis. We can also combine spatial junction analysis and our spatiotemporal junction

analysis in unified framework.

Second, we are currently using non-causal operations. An asymmetry in detecting ap-

pearance and disappearance is intuitively expected, but currently they are treated identi-

cally. Considering the temporal dynamics of winner-take all mechanisms could handle this

asymmetry in part. Producing a causal analysis of kinetic occlusion would require a causal

model for the analysis of first order motion, which has not been done yet either.

Third, while we have explored occlusion exclusively here, a number of other naturally

occurring phenomena also result in second order orientation. Multiplicative transparency,

most commonly appearing as shadows, naturally fits into the model we adopt, and could

be analyzed by similar or identical mechanisms.

Most importantly, our current analysis is purely local; no spatiotemporal propagation

has been attempted. Solutions to spatial contour completion [18, 26, 30, 51, 19, 86] are

likely to be extendable to spatiotemporal surface completion.



5.3 Conclusion

Motion estimation algorithms, relying on "constant intensity" and "single velocity" as-

sumptions, have always had difficulty near motion boundaries. Providing a better model of

motion boundaries is of paramount importance to two-dimensional motion analysis. Unlike

conventional approaches to kinetic occlusion analysis, our approach recognizes the spa-

tiotemporal structure present in occlusion. Robust estimation, regularization with line pro-

cesses, and higher order motion models all pursue the goal of vector flow field computation;

this alone cannot represent the ordinal cue to depth that kinetic occlusion provides. Our

approach is complementary to these conventional approaches; by detecting kinetic occlu-

sion, we can potentially prevent smoothing across motion boundaries. Conversely, detection

of kinetic occlusion requires accurate estimates of first order motion.

Rather than ignoring the structure present in occlusions, we have provided a model

for its analysis. Occlusion is a multiplicative phenomenon that results in second order

orientation. The methods we developed extract this second order orientation, and yield

representations which differentiate occlusion from disocclusion. We showed that it is possible

to use standard concepts of signal processing to handle occlusion, which remains one of the

outstanding problems in computer vision.

Our methods are based on biological models of motion processing, and the model we

constructed may be manifested in visual cortex. By producing a computational model

for the analysis of kinetic occlusion, we provided a model for one of the most important

interactions between the motion and form pathways in biological vision.

We have cast kinetic occlusion in a framework that can allow for the formulation of

other occlusion detection algorithms. We have presented a representative method here, and

demonstrated success on spatiotemporal imagery containing occluding surfaces in motion.
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